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The experts at Desktop Genetics can help you design,
prepare and manufacture all of the components needed
for your CRISPR screen.
We provide high quality, ready-to-use libraries that are
AI-designed and tailored to your unique experiment.

Desktop Genetics Ltd.
www.deskgen.com
Cambridge, MA | London, UK

SCREENING WITH DESKGEN AI
DESKTOP GENETICS CRISPR SCREEN

A typical CRISPR screen can seem daunting for investigators who have never attempted one before. It
is a multistep, customizable process that requires an understanding of experimental intent, CRISPR
technology and the latest genome editing literature.

Desktop Genetics can facilitate nearly every step of the CRISPR screen pipeline. From sequencing
support and guide design to DNA synthesis, cloning and data analysis, our team works to make this
process as simple and straightforward as possible. The only thing you need to do is run the screen
yourself.

DESKGEN AI DESIGNS A NEW CRISPR LIBRARY EVERY TIME

Machines design superior experiments

Simulate every guide before you use it

Our AI was created to automate design,
improve unit economics and remove
experimental bias when crafting DESKGEN
Series Libraries. Unlike humans, it quickly
enumerates every guide in a genome, scores
them using every important algorithm, filters
the results based on the experimental goal,
and selects the most suitable guides.

Collected from published literature, our
collaborators and our own research,
DESKGEN AI uses data from real-world
large-scale CRISPR experiments to model a
variety of experimental contexts. After
simulation, DESKGEN AI selects the right
number of top-ranked guides needed to
investigate every target - at the best price.
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DESKGEN SERIES LIBRARIES
DESKGEN CRISPR Libraries stand above competition because the artificial intelligence design process
removes human bias from the equation. We train machine learning algorithms on a wealth of data so
that they can predict the activity of any guide RNA without the influence of human assumptions. With
this technology, we can design fewer guides per target and a fairer overall experiment. This produces a
more cost-efficient and effective CRISPR library which we manufacture and deliver directly to your lab.

A LIBRARY CRAFTED TO YOUR EXPERIMENT

DESKGEN CRISPR Libraries can be fit for any purpose. Whether you are knocking out, knocking in,
expressing or blocking transcription, we have you covered. We can also saturate non-coding regions
and design custom scoring functions to optimise your work.
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MANUFACTURING & DELIVERY OPTIONS
Once we have established your experimental intent, patched in your genomic data (reference or model)
and received your list of desired targets, we can synthesize, clone and package the guides into the
delivery vector of your choice. Desktop Genetics works closely with a number of partners to provide
quality reagents and IP coverage for your CRISPR screens.

BRINGING YOUR DESIGNS INTO THE LAB

POOLED DNA OLIGOS

POOLED PLASMIDS

POOLED LENTIVIRUS

ARRAYED RNP

ARRAYED PLASMIDS

ARRAYED LENTIVIRUS

ALSO AVAILABLE FROM DESKTOP GENETICS
Custom CRISPR plasmid design and synthesis (all species)

Characterized control cell lines (human & mouse)

Positive and negative control guides (all species & nucleases)
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DESIGN CUSTOMIZATION OPTIONS

NUCLEASE

SINGLE

MULTIPLE

Standard CRISPR RGEN (e.g. SpCas9)
targets PAM sites unique to that nuclease

Include other PAM sites with alternative
RGENs (e.g. SaCas9, Cpf1)

TARGET SELECTION

GENOME-WIDE

REGION-SPECIFIC

Target multiple genes and regions across
the genome (less saturation)

Saturate a specific region (enhancer,
gene) to elucidate sequence function

GUIDE DESIGN

ALL GUIDES

TOP GUIDES

Saturate using as many guides as possible
depending on PAM availability

Filter by activity/specificity, target
around predicted functional domains
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TARGET DESIGN OPTIONS
Whether it’s a genome-wide screen or a pre-assembled or custom target list, Desktop Genetics will
design a comprehensive library according to the regions you want to investigate.

PUTATIVE DRUG-GENE INTERACTIONS

Desktop Genetics works with databases of putative drug-gene
interactions to provide you with a library of sgRNAs that can reveal
novel therapeutic opportunities. These potentially biomedically
significant gene panels can be narrowed down according to gene
families. Gene-gene and gene-drug interactions can be further
explored through synthetic lethality screens.

FUNCTIONAL TILING OF CODING/NONCODING DNA

Identifying the precise function of both protein-coding and
noncoding (regulatory) DNA requires high-throughput target
saturation. Desktop Genetics can design guides to target all
available PAM sites with single or multiple nucleases to help
you directly associate specific genome sequences with
phenotypic outcome.

GENOME-WIDE LIBRARIES

Mouse and human genome-wide libraries offer a standard for
unbiased genomic investigation. Desktop Genetics can prepare
complex filtered libraries of highly specific and active guides. Our
libraries are comparable in scope to other off-the-shelf libraries
available for order, but differ in that they are always up-to-date
with the latest developments in CRISPR guide design. Desktop
Genetics libraries can target the coding genome (e.g. a knockout
library) as well as loci in the noncoding genome.
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READY-MADE GENE PANELS
PRE-DESIGNED, REGULARLY RE-DESIGNED GENE PANELS
GENE PANEL NAME

NUMBER OF GENES

G Protein Coupled Receptor (GPCR)

950 genes (Superfamily)

Histone Modification

317 genes

Ubiquitin Ligases

370 genes

Transcription Factor Binding

520 genes

Nuclear Hormone Receptors

58 genes

Transporter

1309 genes

Ion Channels

416 genes

Cell Surface

728 genes

Proteases

698 genes

Protease Inhibitor

194 genes

Tumor Suppressors

951 genes

DNA Repair

433 genes

Protein Phosphatase

181 genes

Kinase

855 genes

Tyrosine Kinases

149 genes

ATP-Binding Cassette Transporter (ABC Transporter)

114 genes

Cytochrome P450

57 genes

Methyltransferase

67 genes

Apoptosis

84 genes

Custom panels available on request.

WHOLE-GENOME LIBRARIES
GENE PANEL NAME

DESCRIPTION

Whole Genome Protein Coding Library

Targets Pfam functional domains

Whole Genome Noncoding Tiling Library

Targets regulatory regions of genome
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MODEL-SPECIFIC DESIGN
Custom CRISPR libraries can be designed using a species-specific reference genome. However, for
more reliable results, we recommend fully sequencing your cell or animal genome. This allows us to
factor in the unique SNV profile of your experimental model to ensure more efficient and specific
guide design. This data also provides us with a baseline to analyze post-editing outcomes.

DESIGN AND CHARACTERIZATION OPTIONS

REFERENCE GENOME

EXPERIMENTAL GENOME

Reference genomes vary from actual model,
affecting guide specificity and activity

Experimental model sequencing will ensure
more accurate guide design

Misses key off-target editing events

Helps predict and avoid off-target events

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

In addition to model-specific guide
libraries, you can also purchase:
●

Custom cell line genome

●

Custom annotations

●

Precomputed guide scores

Our bioinformatics team can also
develop a custom on- and off-target
scoring function for your cell lines.
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SCREEN ANALYSIS SERVICE
Following your CRISPR screen, Desktop Genetics can provide next-generation sequencing and analysis
options. This service produces in-depth quantitative data from which we generate publication-ready
analysis describing the mutations and gene expression patterns in the edited model.

ANALYSIS WORKFLOW
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SCREEN ANALYSIS SERVICE
SAMPLE GENOME EDITING REPORT
REPORT FILE

DESCRIPTION

Guide Information

Information file for library sgRNAs

Cloning Sequences

Cloning sequences for library sgRNAs

Nontargeting Control Guide Information

Information file for nontargeting control sgRNAs

Nontargeting Control Guide Cloning Sequences

Cloning sequences for nontargeting control sgRNAs

.bed File for Guides

IGV-readable .bed file for sgRNAs

Gene Plot

Individual gene plots for sgRNA selection (See Below)

Visual Data Report

Mutation and guide distributions (See Below)
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